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A modified pre-polymer process was developed for the synthesis of NMP 
(N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone)-free polyurethane-urea aqueous dispersions. The 
pre-polymer process is based on the use of dimethylol propionic acid 
(DMPA, hydrophilizing diol), which requires dissolution in NMP to be 
introduced in the reactive mixture. NMP is difficult to remove from the 
dispersion remaining in the final product. In this work we present a 
modified pre-polymer process composed by four main stages: (1) 
pre-polymer synthesis in two stages: (i) reaction of the isocyanate with the 
polyol at 80ºC, and (ii) introduction of DMPA pre-neutralized in acetone 
and proceeding of the reaction at 50ºC, (2) Pre-polymer dispersion in 
water, (3) Chain extension with a diamine; and (4) Co-solvent removal. 
Several dispersions were synthesized using different DMPA contents (3.0, 
4.0, 5.0%, keeping the pre-neutralization degree at 100.0%), and different 
DMPA pre-neutralization degree (100.0 and 90.0%, using 5.0 % of 
DMPA). The effect of these variables in the particle size and dispersion 
stability was evaluated. Based on the obtained results, the modified 
pre-polymer process is a feasible alternative to obtain NMP-free PUD, thus 
fulfilling the restrictions imposed by the European Union. 
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